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Investment Environment
U.S. equities ended the quarter slightly higher. Volatility remained low and stocks
generally traded in a narrow range for much of the quarter, as the market continued to
digest what the eventual end of the Federal Reserve’s accommodative monetary policies
will mean for both the stock market and broader economy. The after-effects of a strong
dollar and a debate over where oil prices will settle for the long term were other key
questions that hung over equity markets during the period. After drifting higher during
the period, equities sold off at the end of the quarter as Greece moved closer to a
potential exit from the eurozone.

Portfolio Manager:
Barney Wilson

Executive Summary

Performance Discussion
The Portfolio underperformed its primary benchmark, the Russell 1000 Growth Index,
and also its secondary benchmarks, the S&P 500 Index and the Core Growth Index. As
part of our investment process, we seek companies with clearly definable and
sustainable long-term growth drivers. These companies often have a high barrier to
entry, a notable competitive edge in an attractive, growing industry, or a strong
management team with a clear vision for the future of their company. We believe that
over a long time horizon, a collection of companies with these competitive advantages
should lead to compounded growth in excess of the market. This quarter we were
pleased to see a number of companies in our portfolio put up impressive results and
further demonstrate their competitive advantages. However, we also held some stocks
that had disappointing results that weighed on performance.
Endo International was a leading detractor. The market has not responded well to the
price Endo paid to acquire generic drug company Par Pharmaceutical. We think that
Endo paid a fair price for a valuable asset. The acquisition of Par makes Endo the fifthlargest generic drug company. We believe consolidation of the generic drug industry is
necessary. Hospitals, pharmacy benefit managers and managed care companies are
consolidating, and we believe generic drug makers will need to gain scale in order to
have greater say on pricing against a shrinking number of drug buyers. We continue to
have a high degree of confidence in the company’s CEO, who came from one of the
most successful specialty pharmaceutical companies of the last five years. That
company had an impressive strategy of driving down its operating expenses and making
shrewd acquisitions to help grow the business, and Endo’s CEO has implemented a
similar strategy at his new company.
Sensata was another large detractor. The company continually hedges its foreign
currency exposure, which has benefited the company in recent quarters. However,
Sensata indicated if rates stay where they are, currency hedging could be a headwind in
2016, and that commentary negatively impacted the stock this quarter. There were also
concerns that there could be a slowdown in auto sales, which is a big end market for
Sensata. We continue to have a high degree of conviction in the company, however.
Sensata is one of our largest positions in the portfolio and demonstrates many of the
characteristics we tend to look for in companies. Sensata creates sensors that go into a
number of durable goods. Sensors are a relatively low-cost part, but they provide a lot of
value to auto manufacturers that use the products in the engine and for safety features
within the car. This gives Sensata leverage for content growth (i.e. more sensors per
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• Volatility remained low and
large-cap growth equities
moved slightly higher during the
period.
• We underperformed our
benchmark. Stock selection in
the technology sector was a
large contributor to relative
performance. Stock selection in
the health care sector was a
relative detractor.
• We remain encouraged by
some long-term, secular growth
trends we see taking shape in
some of the largest sectors of
the market.
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vehicle) over time. We believe the company has a long runway
for growth, even if auto sales slow, because the amount of
electronic content on automobiles should continue to grow
considerably over the next decade.
Canadian Pacific was another detractor this quarter. Softer rail
volumes due to a weaker commodity market have impacted all
rail companies, and Canadian Pacific was not immune to the
slowdown. However, we continue to have a high level of
conviction in the long-term potential of the company. We
believe Canadian Pacific’s railroad network across Canada and
the U.S. is a valuable asset that would be nearly impossible for
other transportation and logistics companies to replicate. Going
forward, we believe Canadian Pacific can continue to grow
revenues and railroad volumes as it improves execution around
its railroad network. The company has made substantial
investments to improve its service and reliability to customers,
which should drive more shippers to use Canadian Pacific
instead of other options.
While the aforementioned stocks weighed on performance, we
were pleased by the results of many other companies in our
portfolio. Dunkin Brands was our top contributor to
performance during the quarter. The stock was up after the
company reported strong same store sales growth, in spite of a
snowy winter in the Northeast, where many of the franchise’s
stores are located. We believe the company has developed a
very successful franchise model, allowing it to grow with fewer
costs. We also believe the Dunkin brand has a long runway for

growth as it expands in the eastern half of the U.S.
Amazon was also a top contributor to performance this quarter.
The stock was up after the company continued to improve
operating leverage in its core retail business and reported
impressive results for its Amazon Web Services business. We
have mentioned Amazon in previous commentaries, and believe
it is a good example of the types of competitively advantaged
companies we tend to seek in our portfolio. Amazon has already
rewritten the rules for retail shopping and we believe it will
continue to gain consumers’ wallet share as more shopping
moves from physical stores to online and mobile purchases.
Meanwhile, the company’s cloud business, Amazon Web
Services, has come to market with scale and a disruptive pricing
model for businesses seeking cloud-based services.
AbbVie was another top contributor. The stock was up in part
because the company has further explained how it will use
patents to defend its intellectual property behind Humira, the
company’s largest drug. Recent developments in litigation
concerning biosimilar competition for Humira have also pushed
out the timeline for when it appears AbbVie will face biosimilar
competition. The stock has also been up as the market has
received confirmation the company is diversifying its product
pipeline so that future revenues are less dependent on Humira.
Going forward, we like the potential for Imbruvica, a blood
cancer drug AbbVie acquired from Pharmacyclics, the
company’s treatment for hepatitis C, and several other drugs
under development by the company.

For detailed performance information or to download a Fact Sheet, please visit www.janus.com/funds

Outlook

marketing, sales and research and development costs.

We would expect a modest return environment for broader U.S.
equity markets going forward. However, the market is not void
of growth opportunities. Some of the pockets of the market we
remain most excited about are within the health care sector. We
continue to see a lot of innovation occurring in treatments that
could address some of the world’s most serious, and expensive,
medical needs, including innovative treatments that address
cancer, cardiovascular health and Alzheimer’s. We are also
encouraged by some of the value creation taking place in the
specialty pharmaceutical industry, where new management
teams are taking over at a number of companies, and improving
operations and making smart acquisitions that help rationalize

We remain enthusiastic about some secular growth
opportunities outside the health care sector as well. Businesses
are in the early stages of moving software and services to the
cloud, providing investment opportunities among select
software companies. We also see opportunity among some wellmanaged, dynamic semiconductor companies that are making
value creative acquisitions. Changing consumer preferences in
the quality of food, where it comes from, and even how
technology is used to order it, are providing exciting change in
the consumer discretionary sector. We look forward to seeing
how these, and other trends, progress in the months to come.
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Top Contributors and Detractors for the Quarter Ended 6/30/15
Top Contributors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%) Top Detractors

Ending
Weight (%)

Contribution (%)

Dunkin' Brands Group Inc

1.02

0.23

Endo International PLC

2.18

-0.26

Amazon.com Inc

1.29

0.18

Air Products & Chemicals Inc

2.09

-0.20

Comcast Corp

1.91

0.17

Sensata Technologies Holding NV

2.03

-0.18

AbbVie Inc

1.90

0.16

Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd

1.28

-0.18

MasterCard Inc

2.46

0.15

Sally Beauty Holdings Inc

1.03

-0.14

The holdings identified in this table, in compliance with Janus policy, do not represent all of the securities purchased, held or sold during the period. To obtain a list
showing every holding as a percentage of the portfolio at the end of the most recent publicly available disclosure period, contact 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit
janus.com/variable-insurance.

Top Contributors

Top Detractors

Dunkin Brands Group: We like the company’s franchised
business model, which we believe offers an asset-light lower
risk and higher margin opportunity for the company. We also
believe there is significant growth potential ahead as Dunkin
expands into the western half of the U.S.

Endo International: We believe the management team,
which has demonstrated previous success at other
pharmaceutical companies, will make Endo more efficient.
Similar to management’s strategy at previous
pharmaceutical companies, we believe the team will be able
to execute a successful acquisition strategy to leverage
scale and create efficiencies.

Amazon: The online retailer offers a wide range of products,
including books, music, videotapes, computers, electronics,
home and garden, and numerous other products. Amazon
offers personalized shopping services, Web-based credit
card payment and direct shipping to customers. We believe
the company’s competitive advantages of a low overhead
cost structure, allowing an aggressive pricing structure, and
faster shipping will continue to cause consumers to shift an
increasing amount of their general merchandise spending
toward it. Given that over 90% of retail sales are still sold
offline, Amazon has significant opportunities ahead,
particularly as they expand into new business lines and
geographies.
Comcast: We like Comcast for its superior broadband
position and leading execution of advanced video
capabilities. We also believe the company’s operational
execution continues to be best in class for its industry.
AbbVie: The research-based pharmaceutical company
produces drugs for specialty therapeutic areas such as
immunology, chronic kidney disease, hepatitis C, women's
health, oncology and neuroscience. We like AbbVie for its
potential to be one of the first two companies (Gilead
Sciences is the other) to provide an all-oral regimen to treat
hepatitis C. The potential market size is significant as 170
million people worldwide are believed to be infected,
including over three million in the U.S. As treatment moves to
an all-oral, well-tolerated therapy, the market should expand

Air Products and Chemicals: The company provides
atmospheric, process and specialty gases; performance
materials; equipment; and technology. Its markets include
semiconductor materials, refinery hydrogen, coal gasification,
natural gas liquefaction and advanced coatings and
adhesives. We believe new management will be able to
improve the company’s operational and cost efficiencies,
boost pricing in its merchant business, as well as foster a
better corporate culture. Longer term, we think management
will be able to exit lower-margin markets, improve cash flows
and focus on share repurchases and dividend increases.
Sensata Technologies: The industrial technology company
is engaged in the development, manufacture and sale of
sensors and controls. We like that Sensata is a market
leader of low-priced, mission-critical measurement products.
The company also boasts a high retention rate in its client
base, the majority of which are automakers. We feel the
company’s primary products are key beneficiaries of trends
such as manufacturers’ greater emphasis on safety, lower
emissions and better fuel economy in developed markets.
Canadian Pacific Railway: Canadian Pacific Railway
operates a rail system connecting the major business
centers in Canada. We like that the company operates in an
industry that has significant barriers to entry. We believe a
new management team is improving the railroad company’s
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Top Contributors (continued)

Top Detractors (continued)

significantly. AbbVie also has several other drugs in its latestage development that we feel are promising as well.

culture, operational performance and capital allocation
decisions.

MasterCard: The global card payment network connects
consumers, financial institutions, merchants, governments
and businesses, enabling them to use electronic forms of
payment instead of cash and checks. We like MasterCard
for its high return on invested capital business and growth
potential as well as its strong balance sheet and quality
management team. A majority of its revenues are generated
outside the U.S., where many markets have a lower
penetration of cards/electronic payments and are
experiencing significantly faster electronic purchase volume
growth.

Sally Beauty Holdings: The company is a retailer of hair
and beauty products. We think the company is uniquely
positioned with a broader and higher-quality product lineup
than mass retailers, but which sell at attractive price points
relative to higher-end retailers in the beauty market.
However, the stock is under review as we assess how long it
will take for the company to benefit from investments it is
making to improve its stores.

Please consider the charges, risks, expenses and investment objectives carefully before investing. For a prospectus
or, if available, a summary prospectus containing this and other information, please call Janus at 877.33JANUS (52687)
or download the file from janus.com/variable-insurance. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Call 877.33JANUS (52687) or visit janus.com/advisor/mutual-funds for current month-end performance.
Discussion is based on performance of the Fund's "parent" share class (typically that with the longest history).
As of 6/30/15 the top ten portfolio holdings of Janus Aspen Janus Portfolio are: Apple Inc (5.32%), Allergan PLC (3.36%), Home Depot Inc (2.59%), Google Inc
(2.58%), MasterCard Inc (2.45%), Facebook Inc (2.31%), Endo International PLC (2.17%), Air Products & Chemicals Inc (2.08%), Sensata Technologies Holding
NV (2.02%) and Biogen Inc (1.92%). There are no assurances that any Janus portfolio currently holds these securities or other securities mentioned in this
commentary.
The opinions are as of 6/30/15 and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. Janus may have a business relationship
with certain entities discussed. The comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes.
Security contribution to performance is measured by using an algorithm that multiplies the daily performance of each security with the previous day’s ending
weight in the portfolio and is gross of advisory fees. Fixed income securities and certain equity securities, such as private placements and some share classes of
equity securities, are excluded.
A Portfolio’s performance may be affected by risks that include those associated with nondiversification, non-investment grade debt securities, highyield/high-risk securities, undervalued or overlooked companies, investments in specific industries or countries and potential conflicts of interest.
Additional risks to a Portfolio may also include, but are not limited to, those associated with investing in foreign securities, emerging markets, initial
public offerings, real estate investment trusts (REITs), derivatives, short sales, commodity-linked investments and companies with relatively small
market capitalizations. Each Portfolio has different risks. Please see a Janus prospectus for more information about risks, portfolio holdings and
other details.
Investments in derivatives can be highly volatile and involve additional risks than if the underlying securities were held directly. Such risks include
gains or losses which, as a result of leverage, can be substantially greater than the derivatives’ original cost. There is also a possibility that
derivatives may not perform as intended, which can reduce opportunity for gain or result in losses by offsetting positive returns in other securities.
Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the performance of those Russell 1000® companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth
values.
S&P 500® Index measures broad U.S. equity performance.
Core Growth Index is an internally calculated, hypothetical combination of total returns from the Russell 1000® Growth Index (50%) and the S&P 500® Index
(50%).
A Portfolio’s holdings may differ significantly from the securities held in an index. An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment; therefore its
performance does not reflect the expenses associated with the active management of an actual portfolio.
Janus is a registered trademark of Janus International Holding LLC. © Janus International Holding LLC.
Portfolios distributed by Janus Distributors LLC
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